In this paper we give a generalization of Abel's transformation and its application to infinite series. The generalization is contained in the first theorem. In Theorems 1 through 7 the a's and b's are arbitrary constants. Throughout the paper p will be an integer greater than one. We agree that all empty sums vanish. 
converge, the other does also.
Theorem1 3. If
lim Anbn+i exists, Proof.
Since (An) and (o") converge, so also does (Anbn+i).
Since lim«^« o" exists and Yl
converges, and converges absolutely because (bn) is monotonie. Since (An) is a bounded sequence, so also is (An) and thus E"-o AVj(bj -bj+i) converges. The theorem then follows from Theorem 3.
Theorem 5 Proof.
From (1) and (2), Ej-o Av}(bj -bj+i) converges. From (1) and (3), lim"J.0O^4^6n+i = 0, so the theorem follows from Theorem 3.
In the theorems that follow a3=ay(x), b¡ = bj(x) are functions of x defined in the interval 7= [a, b] . The formulas corresponding to (P) and (Q) are denoted by (P') and'(Q'). The University of Houston
